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EMX125 and 250 at Saint Jean D'Angely (France)

Saint Jean d’Angely
is a world-class, yet
typically French
style motocross
track, which is clay-
based and stony
with loads of spec-
tacular downhill ski
jumps, and a lot of
elevation.

Today the fourth
round of the Euro-
pean Championship EMX125 presented by FMF Racing and the sixth round of the
European Championship EMX250 joined the paddock of the FIM Motocross World
Championship for the MXGP of France where in the premier amateur class,
EMX250, Bud Racing Monster Energy Kawasaki’s Darian Sanayei won both races for
his first EMX overall victory, while KTM Silver Action’s Stephen Rubini did the same,
and had the home fans fired up as he topped the box for the second time this
year.
EMX250
As the last race of the day yesterday, the EMX250 had to deal with a brutal and
edgy hard pack circuit, which suited Bud Racing Monster Energy Kawasaki’s Darian
Sanayei down to the ground. The American found a way around the rookie, KTM
Factory Junior’s Jorge Prado, and pulled away for his first win of the season. Prado
then came under attack from the championship leader, Bodo Schmidt Motorsports’
Thomas Kjer Olsen, who passed him relatively easily. Olsen didn’t have anything
for Sanayei in that particular race though, just as Prado didn’t have anything for
Tip Top MP32 Racing’s Mathys Boisrame, who moved into third but ended up being
forced out with a mechanical problem. Prado then was gifted third behind Sanayei
and Kjer Olsen at the checkers.
Race two took place earlier this morning.
Move over Josè Butron, there’s a new Spanish holeshot king in town and it’s the
young KTM Factory Juniors sensation Jorge Prado. Prado took his second holeshot
of the weekend narrowly over the race one winner Bud Racing Monster Energy Ka-
wasaki’s Darian Sanayei, Karlis Sabulis and Team Suzuki World MX2’s Bas Vaessen.
Sanayei wasn’t taking any nonsense from the small framed rookie and leant on
him heading into the next turn, and all the way down the hill to force the pass for
the lead before turn three.
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At the end of the first lap the championship leader, Bodo Schmidt Motorsport’s
Thomas Kjer Olsen, was already inside the top five with Tip Top MP32’s Mathys
Boisrame in tow. Meanwhile the Latvian, Sabulis had dropped back to sixth.
After passing Prado in the first few turns, Sanayei looked like he wanted to put in
an early sprint except Prado wouldn’t let him go and stayed on him for the first
ten minutes before the losing the front end on a slick patch. With the rookie down,
Kjer Olsen capitalized and set the fastest lap of the race on the following lap,
while Vaessen, Boisrame and the defending champion J-Tech Honda’s Nick Kou-
wenberg among others all inherited a spot.
Kjer Olsen pushed hard
for a few laps but couldn’t
match the pace of the
American talent, Sanayei,
who had the race in the
palm of his hands. Vaes-
sen and Boisrame battled
hard for third which even-
tually went to Vaessen
while KTM’s Kevin Wouts
came from miles back to
round out the top five.
At the end of a solid wee-
kend, Bud Racing Monster
Energy Kawasaki’s Darian
Sanayei was in a league of
his own and managed to
take his first race win of the season yesterday, and paired it with another today
for his first double moto victory and first ever EMX250 overall victory. Bodo
Schmidt Motorsport’s Thomas Kjer Olsen was also a cool, calm and collective pic-
ture of consistency with his 2 – 2 performance for second overall while Team Suzuki
World MX2’s Bas Vaessen did enough to land on the third step of the podium.

EMX125
Much to the delight of the French fans, KTM Silver Action’s Frenchman Stephen
Rubini ran away for an easy win in the opening race of the weekend yesterday.
The red plate holder Sahkar KTM’s Jago Geerts kept the Frenchman honest for
most of the race before making a slight mistake with three laps to go. DP19 Ya-
maha’s Roan van de Moosdijk almost took advantage of the Belgian’s mistake but
made a mistake himself with a few turns to go and had to settle for third.
In race one today, Italian Andrea Zanotti got the break he’s been looking for when
he pulled a super sweet holeshot ahead of yesterday’s race one winner KTM Silver
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Action’s Stephen Rubini
and Rubini’s fellow French
countryman Pierre Goupil-
lon, who had his good
start undone when he cra-
shed on lap one.
Team MJC Yamaha’s Za-
chary Pichon was the first
to inherit a spot off of
Goupillon and set the fa-
stest lap time on lap
three. While Pichon was
looking good as the initial
pace setter, he bobbled

massively on lap four and allowed IceOne Racing Husqvarna’s Mikkel Haarup to close in.
Another slip up a few turns later and Haarup capitalized to take second place.
The Fin riding for IceOne Husqvarna Racing, started closing up on Rubini who was in the
middle of challenging Zanotti for the lead. As an instant response to the challenge from
Haarup, Rubini dropped the hammer and nailed a berm to whip right around the outside
of Zanotti for first. Haarup was also in a hurry to do the same but was a little to hasty
and made a mistake which saw him almost go over the ‘bars and only loose one spot.
At the halfway mark, Goupillon was back on form and passed Haarup, Van de Moosdijk
and Zanotti like they were standing still, to take third. Meanwhile, DP19 Yamaha Racing’s
Roan Van de Moosdijk found some good lines and managed to make a move on Haarup
before going after Zanotti.
In a moment of impulse,
Van de Moosdijk hit a roller
tapped and launched past
Zanotti but landed in some
ruts and crashed.
Rubini had the crowd feve-
red with his second win of
the weekend, which lan-
ded him on the top step of
the podium for the second
time this season. Mean-
while fellow Frenchmen,
Pichon and Goupillon,
made it a French white-
wash in race two as Za-



notti put in his best race finish with fourth ahead of Haarup.
The red plate holder, Sahkar KTM’s Jago Geerts, who was second in race one
yesterday got off to a shocking start, well outside of the top 20, and only ma-
naged to get back to seventh. It was still enough for him to land on the podium
behind the winner, KTM Silver Action’s Stephen Rubini and Frenchman Pierre
Goupillon.
Full results on FIM Europe website: http://www.fim-europe.eu/events/210
Photos courtesy @Youthstream

The actual issue of FIM Europe MAG is online and can be downloaded here.

About FIM Europe (www.fim-europe.com) - The FIM Europe (in the past UEM, Union Europèenne de Motocyclisme) includes
47 National Federations (FMNs) and 6 Regional Motorcycling Associations and is a European organization acting within its attri-
butions in all matters in relation with motorcycling activities and, as such, in domains ranging from sport, tourism, leisure, envi-
ronment, mobility, road safety, legislative affairs, protection and defence of the rights and interests of motorcycle users. As far as
motorcycle sport is concerned, the FIM Europe is the supreme and sole European authority empowered by the FIM to control
European motorcycling sport activities organized under its jurisdiction throughout Europe.The aims of FIM Europe are to develop
and promote all forms of motorcycling in Europe as well as the co-operation and friendship between its members, and notably:
to examine all questions related to the development of motorcycling in Europe; to organize European Championships and to
establish all competitions that appear beneficial subject to the prior approval of the FIM; to co-operate with the FIM in all matters
relating to the organization of international events and motorcycling in general; to organize camps and seminars for riders, officials,
coaches and administrators of various European FMNs; to support the creation and development of motorcycling activities in all
European countries; to promote the co-operation among all European FMNs; to promote motorcycling among young people,
both as sport and motorcycling in general; to encourage the use of motorcycles in European countries and to develop motorcycle
tourism; to represent the interests of motorcyclists before European authorities; to promote in the media the sport of motorcycling
and the use of motorcycles in all of Europe.
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/europeanmotorcycling
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